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consumer technology.Q: How to handle a typedef struct I am using a typedef struct
for practice. The line below does not seem to work for me. typedef struct { int id;
int value; } cpuStructure; It seems to say the name of the struct is "struct" error:

expected identifier before numeric constant I have also tried to use #define but I get
the same error. I can not find this error in other place of my code and I have not

tried to handle struct from another file. How do I solve this problem? Thank you in
advance for your help. A: A typedef in C has no meaning, so the identifier struct is
not used as a keyword. You must type out the struct. Q: How to perform a WHERE
query using data from a PHP array I have the following post request to an API from
PHP: $requests = array( "api_id" => "param1", "api_name" => "param2", "data" =>

array( 'id' => $id, 'name' => $name, 'email' => $email, ) ); I have an associative
array and I'm trying to retrieve data using the $id, $name, $email variables from the

data array. I know the following works: $requests = array( "api_id" => "param1",
"api_name" => "param2", ); $id = $api_name = $name = $email = 0; if

(array_key_exists("api_id", $requests)) {
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